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Crux
Approach, hiking and
outdoor lifestyle.

All-round, durable, technical approach footwear. 

UPPER Water-repellent suede upper with Heel Tension
that offers improved lateral support for the foot when
walking. Protective rubber toe for increased precision
and durability. 
INSOLE Flex Lite insole for increased stability.
LACING Extended Lacing fastening up to the toe from
the world of climbing, for maximum customisation and a
comfortable fit.
SOLE Vertical Dual Density Sole with Vibram®
Megagrip compound + moulded midsole with micro
sole in two densities with differentiated thicknesses.

Upper: SUEDE Water-Resistant 1,8 mm

Lining: Stretch Textile

Sole: VERTICAL DUAL DENSITY

Size: 36-48 (with ½ sizes)

Weight: 430g (½ pair size 42)

 

 

 

  

SOLE VERTICAL DUAL DENSITY
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Mathieu Maynadier, full-time alpinist -
Rehabilitation and reflections on the incident,
meanwhile the head is already thinking to the
future challenges: "The problem is that when one
is injured, he has a lot of time to make new
plans!"
05 DIC 2018

Keita Kurakami climbs The Nose on El Capitan
free and rope solo - Climbing solo and self-
belayed for five days, Japan’s Keita Kurakami has
repeated The Nose on El Capitan (Yosemite,
USA).
26 NOV 2018

Winter is coming, here's how to train with the
frost - The SCARPA® team's athletes tell their
secrets to keep fit despite the snow. Because
there is always a reason to run.
19 NOV 2018

Luca Vallata and his mates returning from the
expedition to the Rangtik Valley - Jullay Temù
(1000m, 70th ice, V + rock), a new Italian way in
India, but not just this.
08 NOV 2018
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